
Hospitality

Universal
Remote
ControlSlate RX

Fully cleanable remote with built-in
Antimicrobial properties

Designed specifically for hospitality and healthcare applications,
Slate RX ensure reliable performance, unit integrity and can be
cleaned daily by hotel staff with the use of common hospitality
cleaning products.

Slate RX comes with anti-microbial additives which offers protection
against bacteria that can cause contamination and infection, as well
as those responsible for odors and staining. The anti-microbial
properties also protect the product against degradation, extending
its use.

Fully cleanable remote with buit-in antimicrobrial to protect the
remote
Remote has a smooth top-case with no key holes soit can easily be
sprayed with a cleaner and then dried with a cloth or can be wiped-
down with disinfectant wipes. Durable design allowing the remote to
survive over three years with daily use of harsh cleaning products. 

Optional Slate RX remote stand
Makes remote easy to locate and offers promotional surface for
hotel branding, promotion of events, content or to inform guest of a
clean remote.

Product USPs

Customizable and Replaceable Top
Case

Cleanable

Remote control cloning

IR Control
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Features
Theft-resistant battery compartment
• Battery door on the Slate RX remote is actually the full
  bottom case itself. Battery door is secured by a hex-screw
  and can be labeled for “commercial use only” to deter theft
• Battery compartment includes two AA size batteries for far
  longer battery life than most competing hotel remotes using
  AAA size batteries. This greatly reduces the amount of time
  and money the hotel spends on changing batteries 

Customizable and replaceable top case
• The Top Case can be custom Designed for your brand or
  promotional needs and can be easily replaced by housekeeping 

Upgradability
• Battery compartment also houses the 6-pin serial port that is
  used for upgrades and programming by hotel personnel using
  UEI’s EZ Updater tool. This allows each property to program
  one “Master” remote and then quickly clone all the other 
  remotes for that location 

Easy to use
• Easy-to-read key layout makes remote simple to use
• Device mode-less operation eliminates mode confusion
• The ability to stand the remote upright makes it easy to
  locate and to notice for new guests entering the room

 

Specifications
Model

Commercial name: Slate RX
Product Dimensions CM (LxWxH):
18.7x4.3x2.4
Product Dimensions INCH (LxWxH):
7.36x1.69x0.94

Specifications
High Power IR LED: ✔
Backlit: ✔
Removable top and bottom case: ✔
Battery Qty: 2
Battery Size: AA

Software
Base Software: ✔
Software Customizable (SIO Only): ✔
UEI TV Code Database: ✔

Compatibility
Original Operator Device (STB/ Satellite /
IPTV): ✔
TV, LCD, LED, Plasma: ✔
Universal IR TV Library: ✔

Visit our website:
www.uei.com
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